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GLG 141 Exam #1 Study Guide ……………………………

The Earth's Formation and Internal Structure

● List the current scientific consensus of the age of the a) Universe, b) Earth,
and c) Moon, and explain how scientists have calculated these ages

1.) How old is the Universe?
13.77 Billion Years Old

2.) How was this calculated?
Measured by calculating our universes rate of expansion since the big bang

3.) How old is the Earth?
4.54 Billion years old

4.) How was this calculated?
Radiometric dating of meteorites that formed at the same time as the earth

5.) How old is the Moon?
4.425 Billion years old

6.) How was this calculated?
Radiometric dating of moon rocks that were formed by pieces of earth's mantle

● Describe how Earth’s layers developed

7.) How did earth's layers develop?

All of the material on earth stratified itself according to density. Dense materials:
iron and nickel: sank to the middle. Lighter buoyant silica rich magma rose to the
surface.

● Describe the Earth’s layers in terms of relative density, physical state (solid or
liquid), and physical behavior (brittle vs. plastic)
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The oceanic plate slides under the continental and can create volcanos through
partial melting

- Creates stratovolcanoes( made of lava and ash)  and composite
volcanoes (layers of lava and tephra/plastic)

- Ring of fire is an example
- Intermediate material with moderate to high viscosity
- Lots of hot ash and debris

39.) What happens at divergent ?

Makes new oceanic lithosphere

ex) pillow basalt

● Explain how the grain size and textures of igneous rocks are related to their
cooling history and formation

40.) What does grain size say about when an igneous rock cooled?

If the rock cooled above ground it is fine grained, if it cooled below ground its
course grained

41.) What are extrusive rocks?

Rocks that cool very quickly above ground from magma, fine grain

42.) What are intrusive rocks?

Rocks that cool slowly underground, coarse grain larger minerals

● Explain which minerals make up ultramafic, mafic, intermediate, and felsic
igneous rocks

43.) Which minerals make up ultra mafic rocks?

Olivine,pyroxene,peridotite( Coarse grained, intrusive)

green/ black in color

44.) What minerals make up mafic rocks?

Basalt( fine grained extrusive), gabbro(course grained intrusive), olivine,
pyroxene , plagioclase feldspar\\

dark/black in color

45.) What minerals make up intermediate rocks?
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72.) How are metamorphic rocks formed?

Made of minerals in igneous, sedimentary, and other metamorphic rock.

They recrystalize, but NEVER melt

- Caused by heat and pressure
73.) How to metamorphic rocks evolve through grades?

From low to medium to high grade based on heat and pressure added.

74.) What happens to clay as heat and pressure is added?

Clay→chlorite muscovite→biotite & garnet→kyanite & sillimanite

75.) What do feldspar and quartz do when put through metamorphic grades.

Just sit there, they are stable so they dont weather

● Describe the dominant processes among the different types of metamorphism
(regional, contact, shock) and where each typically occurs

76.) What is Regional Metamorphism?

High temp and pressure

Happens at convergent plates because of differential stress to produce foliated
rocks

Common in mountain ranges

77.) Contact metamorphism

High temperature

Non foliated

When magma wells up and heats rock around it.

78.) Shock Metamorphism

High pressure only

Sudden impact from a meteor

● Interpret a metamorphic rock’s recrystallization history based on its texture,
grain size, and index mineral composition
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